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AIN2601 OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2014 EXAMINATION PAPER  

In this memorandum the mark allocation is indicated as follow: 

 = 1 Mark            ^ =  ½ Mark 

Please do not use the abovementioned symbols in your examination answers. 

In this memorandum SG refers to Study guide; SU to Study unit and S to Section. 

QUESTION  1 (8 marks) 

1.1. B SG1, SU1, S6 

1.2. A SG2, SU14, S3.2 

1.3. A SG1, SU1, S5.1 

1.4. B SG1, SU2, S6.3 

1.5. D SG1, SU2, S6.3 

1.6. C SG1, SU2, S6.3 

1.7. A SG1, SU2, S6.1 

1.8. D SG1, SU2, S5.3 

 

QUESTION 2 (8 marks) 

2.1. Information SG1, SU1, S3 

2.2. Summarised SG1, SU1, S4 

2.3. External SG1, SU2, S5.2a 

2.4. Data mart SG1, SU3, S4  

2.5. Nonfinancial SG2, SU7, S3 

2.6. Segregation of duties  SG2, SU13, S2 

2.7. Markup SG2, SU20, S2 

2.8. CoA/Chart of Accounts SG2, SU13, S3 
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QUESTION 3  (18 marks) 

3.1    Any 3 
 Start-up and operating costs are expensive/high  
 Database systems are complex to design and use  
 Time-consuming to design  
 Database or database management software failure will affect all application software 

linked to that specific database  OR A failure can shut down a whole organisation or 
department(s) in the organisation, making the organisation unable to run its daily 
operations and provide adequate customer service.  

(SG1, SU2, S3.2) 
(max 3) 

3.2   

3.2.1 Type of 
output report 

3.2.2 Example of Report 

Scheduled  Daily inventory level report  

Drill down  Drilled down inventory report OR  
Inventory per warehouse and inventory per product  

Demand  Kempton Park stock movement report for 10-15 May   

Exception  Unauthorised warehouse access report  

(SG2, SU19, S7) 
(8) 

 

3.3  XBRL is used when financial information is exchanged in XML format.  

OR 

The electronic communication of financial and business information to all stakeholders.  

 (SG2, SU20, S2) 
(1) 
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QUESTION 3  (continued) 

3.4.1   OLAP is used to summarise data according to user-defined categories.  

Data mining is used to break down data in order to uncover trends/ patterns/ 
relationships.  

OR 

Data mining will answer questions such as the following: Why have sales increased in 
Mpumalanga? Or A person with what characteristics would be more likely to buy our 
product? ^  

OLAP is used to answer the following kind of questions: What is the value of motor 
accident claims for women driving green motorcars in Kwazulu-Natal by month? ^ or 
What are the average sales of electric drills by month and by region? ^ 

 (SG1, SU3, S7) 
(max 2) 

3.4.2  Multidimensional OR Relational  database model  

(SG1, SU3, S6 & SG1, SU2, S6.1e) 
(max 1) 

3.5 Any 3 

 Design, create and maintain the database structure and the database;   
 Control the organisation, storage and retrieval of data in the database;  
 Capture, maintain (delete, insert, amend) and manipulate the data in the database;  
 Share data between multiple users simultaneously;   
 Execute queries and generate outputs;  
 Control the movement of the data between authorised users and the database;  
 Control and monitor access to the database;   
 Analyse and monitor database performance 

 (SG1, SU2, S5.1) 
(max 3) 

 [18] 
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QUESTION 4 (33 marks) 

4.1 
 The early payment terms have incorrectly been set up as 10% from invoice date.  
 The early payment terms should have been set up as 10% from period end.  
 Period end refers to the end of the financial period.  
 Lilies & Lace therefore qualified for discount as the sales transaction took place on 27 

September and they made a cash payment on 9 October , which is within 10 days 
from period end.                                         

      (max 2)  
          (Pastel manual, Lesson 4.23) 

 

4.2           
 

Account description Dr/Cr Amount 
Bank^ Dr^ 5 130    (5 700 * 90%) 

Trade Receivables /Lillies and Lace /LIL001  Cr  5 700  

Discount granted ^ OR Sales^ OR Settlement 
discount^ 

Dr^ 500  (5 700 * 10% /1.14) 

VAT control^ Dr^ 70  (500 *0.14) 
      

             (SG2, SU8, S4) 
(Pastel manual Lesson 4.23) 

(9) 
                   

4.3. When a primary data field of a database file^ is entered into another database file^ to 
create a relation between the two database files , the primary data field in the other 
database file is known as a foreign key . 

  (SG1, SU2, S6.3) 
(max 2) 

 
4.4  Account   (1) 

 
4.5  

 VAT has already been calculated and taken into account when the sales transaction 
was recorded.   

 This transaction is a receipt from a customer.  
 The greyed out Tax column is a built in Pastel control to prevent double VAT/tax 

accounting.  
 (max 2) 
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QUESTION 4 (continued) 

4.6.1 Setup  (Pastel manual Lesson 9.62)     (1) 
4.6.2 Edit   (Pastel manual Lesson 8.6) (1) 
4.6.3 Process (Pastel manual Lesson 12.10) (1) 
4.6.4 View  (Pastel manual Lesson 11.20) (1) 
4.6.5 File  (Pastel manual Lesson 4.49)    (1) 

 
4.7.1 Balance forward processing method               (1) 
4.7.2 

 Not a large number of transactions (does not buy more than once a month)  
 Pays regularly and on time.    

      (2) 
   (Pastel manual Lesson 4.26) 

  
4.8.1  Quotation    
4.8.2  Sales order    
4.8.3  Delivery note    
4.8.4  Sales invoice    

                       (4) 
                 (Topic 3, SU8, S2) 

 
4.9.1  Outstanding/open quotation report                (SG2, SU8, S2.1)        (1) 
4.9.2  Outstanding/open sales order report               (SG2, SU8, S2.2)        (1) 
4.9.3  Any 1   

 Credit note analysis  
 Customer statements  
 Customer age analysis  
 Customer detail ledger  
 General ledger accounts details                          (SG2, SU8, S3)    (max 1) 

 
4.10  

Process (FYI) Inventory type (FYI) Effect on quantities 

Finished goods Work in progress (WIP) 4.10.1 Decrease^ 

Finished goods Finished goods 4.10.2 Increase^ 

Manufacture Work in progress (WIP) 4.10.3 Increase^ 

Sale of finished goods Finished goods 4.10.4 Decrease^ 
(2) 

(Topic 3, SU 10, S3.3) 
 

           [33] 
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QUESTION 5 & 6  

The following is applicable to both the Excel questions.   

 Mark the formulas and functions from left to right. 

 Mark the first option where students give options between different formulas i.e. XXXX or 
YYYY. 

 Where students ‘build-up’ a formula mark the final answer i.e. amounts →cell 
reference→cell reference with $ 

 For a student to earn the applicable mark the cell references (taking the $ into account 
where applicable) must be exactly the same as indicated on the memorandum.  

 If information is given in a cell the student must refer to that specific cell. E.g. Vat given in 
a cell – student cannot use 14% in a formula but must refer to that specific cell reference. 

Marks are deducted as follows (per individual question):  

(Note: A student can’t get less than 0 for a formula.) 

Not starting a formula with =  -1 

When referring to a range of cells using a ; to indicate the range i.e. A10:D10 
(correct)  
A10;D10 (-1 mark) 

-1  

Logical issue in a formula e.g. multiply where we should divide, subtract where 
we should add, etc.  

-1 

Incorrect use of ( ) or not using it where necessary or not closing brackets -1 

Using [ ]  instead of ( ) -1 

Using SUM in a formula where it is not applicable i.e.  
=sum(H18 - H23) 

-1 

Using a formula when a function is available i.e. = B5+B6+B7 instead of 
=sum(B5:B7) 

-1 

Add an argument which is not applicable to the end of the function i.e. 
=Right(A11,1,1) 

-1 

Students can use either the , or ; as an argument separator but it must be used 
consistently throughout the question. 

-1 

Using x instead of * or ÷ instead of /  -1 

For marks deducted at a function: The part in brackets can however not be 
less than 0  
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QUESTION 5  (20 marks) 

5.1 =-^PMT^(B$4^/12^,B$5^*12^,B16^,C16^,0^)     or 
=PMT^(B$4^/12^,B$5^*12^,B16^,C16^,0^)*-1^  or 
=PMT^(B$4^/12^,B$5^*12^,-B16^,-C16^,0^)  For half a mark: The – should be 
included in front of BOTH the B16 and C16  
B$4 or $B$4 is correct and B$5 or $B$5 is correct   

4.5 

5.2 =D16^/(1^+B$3 )    or   =1/(1^+B$3 )*D16^    B$3 or $B$3 is correct  2 

5.3 =MID (A16^,7^,3^) 2.5 

5.4 =RIGHT (A16^,1^) 2 

5.5 =VLOOKUP (F16^,A$7^:C$13^,3^,TRUE ) 
A$7:C$13 or $A$7:$C$13 & A$8:C$13 or $A$8:$C$13 & A$9:C$13 or $A$9:$C$13 
is correct 

4 

5.6 =IF^(G16^=^"B"^,2^,1^) or =IF^(G16^=^"C"^,1^,2^) 
No mark for B or C if inverted commas were not used. 
No mark for “1” and “2” as these are values and not text. 

3 

5.7 =MAX (E16^:E19^) or =MAX (E16^:E20^) 2 

          [20] 

QUESTION 6  (13 marks) 

6.1 
=ROUND (B12^*(1^-B9^),0^) or =ROUND (B12^- B12^*B9^,0^) or 
=(ROUND(B12*B9,0)-B12)*-1     or =-(ROUND(B12*B9,0)-B12)   3 

6.2 =B13^*B14^*$B3^*$B4^       $B3 or $B$3 is correct; $B4 or $B$4 is correct 2 

6.3 

=IF^(B11^>=^5000000^,B19^*11.5%^,B19^*9%^) or 
=IF^(B11^<^5000000^,B19^*9%^,B19^*11.5%^) or 
=IF^(B11^>=^5000000^,11.5%^,9%^)*B19  or   
=IF^(B11^<^5000000^,9%^,11.5%^)*B19  
0.09 can be used instead of 9% and 0.115 instead of 11.5% 4 

6.4 
=-^B12^*$B5^*B14^     or  =B12^*-^$B5^*B14^       or =B12^*$B5^*-^B14^   
or  =B12^*$B5^*B14^*-1^   
$B5 or $B$5 is correct 2 

6.5 

Any 2 
 a password required for opening or reading workbooks  
 a password required to make changes to the workbook structure  
 a password required for changing the content in a sheet or cell  

 (SG1, SU6, S3) 2 

[13] 

Total [100] 
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